INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE UROWNTYPE WRITER.

1st. Insert the paper from the front under the roller, raising the rod on top to allow it to pass under. See that the paper is straight before printing.

2nd. Feed the paper forward or back by the thumb piece at the right of the roller. One notch makes one line.

To withdraw the roller, ALWAYS depress the space lever at the left. The carriage is then free to move both ways.

3rd. To print, move the finger piece to the desired letter and press down, firmly but not too hard. The pointer should be nearest to the required letter. The type wheel is locked in position automatically as it descends. Press the space key for a space between words.

4th. For a CAPITAL, hold down the key marked CAP and print as before. For figures and characters in upper line, depress key marked Fig.

In removing the paper raise the rod on top of the roller.

5th. See that the ink is evenly distributed over the ink pad and the types by running the finger piece back and forth. To renew the ink, take a drop from the bottle with a stick and apply to the feed pad at the right, rubbing well in. Keep the rod in front clean and slightly oiled. Keep the Machine in Case when not in use.
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